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FAST CHANGES OF ION DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IN BOW SHOCK
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Department of Electronic and Vacuum Physics
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics Charles University,

V Holeáoviőkáeh 2, Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

Introduction
In the year 1981 an experiment

ÜONITOR designed to monitor conti-
nually the basic plasma parameters
(ion velocity, density, temperature)
of the solar wind and the Earth's
magnetosphere was carried out on
board the satellite Frognoz 8. The
temperature and the value of bulk ve-
locity were obtained from ion energy
spectra (measured in 32 points ran-
ging from 0.16 to 4.1 keV) by means
ot an electrostatic analyzer direc-
ted to the Sun. The spectra were pro-
cessed on board and only three para-
meters were transmitted to the
Earth: the maximum height NP of the
distribution function, the energy NM
corresponding to this maximum and
the half-width NL determined from
lower energies. The detector system
included • Faraday cup with a col-
lector segmented into 3 independent
parts for the measurement of ion
density and the angle of solar wind
bulk velocity relatively to the Sun.
These parameters enabled an approxi-
mative reconstruction of the proton
section of distribution function and
the determination of all basic plas-
ma parameters. The measurement and
processing methods are described in
more detail elsewhere Г 0 •

Experimental data and its processing
The data presented in this pa-

per were registered on January 5,
1981 when from 23:40 to 8:50 several
repeated transits through a bow shack
wave occured where transits followed
each other forming usually groups of
two or three in relatively short in-
tervals (up to 5 min) and were sepa-
rated by longer periods.
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An example of all data measured

by the apparatus Monitor with the

maximum resolution is given in Fig. 1.

The data were registered during

a transition that took place at 05.

01.81., 03:41:23 UT. In the left-

-hand part of this figure is the re-

gion of the solar wind with constant

value and direction of bulk velocity

In the region of solar wind the pa-

rameters ШЛ and NL, which correspond

to the bulk velocity value and the

temperature, respectively, are al-

most constant in time.

A distinct jump on the graphs

of all parameters correspond to the

transit through a shock wave. After

having crossed the shock wave the

satellite entered into a magneto-

sheath characterized by decline of

plasma glow, plasma heating and

strong turbulence resulting in a

high level of fluctuations seen on

all measured parameters. Despite

their strongly random character the

transits that followed in short ti-

me intervals exhibited some common

features £2] . The data thus obtai-

ned were processed in order to de-

termine changes in distribution

function in the region after the

shock wave and to study the degree

of 1sotrophy in the wave. Strong

turbulence leading to fluctuation

of parameters permitted only sta-

tistical processing of data. An ti-

me interval of about 200s following

the transit through the shock wave

was chosen for this processing and

further divided Into 5 intervals.In

each interval histograms ware cons-

tructed showing the probability dis-

tribution function» (PDF) for com -
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are plotted ín Fig. 2 end Fig. 3.

In Fig. 2 the evolution of DF maxi-

ma are shown in sections of 40s du-

ration (a - 0s to 40s, b - 40sto 80

a etc). Fig. 3 depicts the evolution

of NL parameter in the sane time

sections. In the interval immediate-

ly after the shock wave the PDF of

NM has a flat shape with the maxi-

mum corresponding to the energy hig-

her than that equivalent to the so-

lar wind velocity. Further into mag-

netosphere, first a second maximum

occured and then the function gra-

dually relaxed to a resulting very

flat PDF, the maximum moving to

energies lower than the energy of

the solar wind velocity. The pro-

cess of isotropisation is seen from

the time evolution of NL which ex-

hibits a distinct shift towards lo-

wer values.

Conclusslon

Y/hen interpreting the obtained

result the measurement method (se-

rial mode of spectra measurement

from a small solid angle) and a

strong plasma turbulence should be

taken Into account. These results

suggest that the evolution ot DF

was rather fast so that only short

tine Intervals with small number ot

samples could ba taken for the pro-

cessing of each histogram.

All conclusions were drawn

only frost a comparison of all tran-

sits at our disposal through the

shock wave. In the region following

immediately the shock wave the flux

of particles accelerated by this wa-

ve was prevailing. In the first

phase ot relaxation a second par-

ticle flux was generated with the

energy lower than the solar wind

energy and the resulting function in

this nagnetosheath was relaxing to-

wards a typical flat DF characteri-

zed by a lower level of fluctuation.

Some results suggest the exis-

tence of more than two prominent

particle fluxes differing in veloci-

ty and density.

The rate of isotropization waa

different in various evolutions but

it can be maintained that the basic

process of izotropization took pla-

ce max 40-80 sec after the shock wa-

ve transit.

To carry out this analysis

further it is necessary to develop

a quantitative method capable of

compering data from various transits

яги! of including data from other

tranuits ев well.
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